Daily wind data from United States stations for six pressure surfaces (200, 150, 100, 80, 50, 30 mb.) for the period April 1951 through January 1956 are used to study upper winds along the 80th and 120th meridians. At 5-degree intervals along the two meridians, mid-season average wind speeds and prevailing directions have been computed and are compared.
INTRODUCTION
The climatology of the upper air, particularly that area above 40,000 feet has been neglected because of the lack of sufficient data. During recent years, with rapid improvements in instrumentation and tcchniqurs, an increasing supply of wind data at higher elevations has hccome available [I] . Although t,he amount of data has not reached its maximum, sufficient data are now available to establish certain climatological relationships.
Winds over the United States for four mid-seasonal months are compared from latitude 25' X. through 45' N.
along longitude 80' W. and from latitude 35' N. through 50' N. along longitude 120' W. This study is con:i?ned to the upper troposphere and the lower st'ratosphere, specifically between the 200-mb. level (about 40,000 feet) and the 30-mb. level (about 80,000 feet'). Data used are 1500 GMT rawin observations for a period beginning April 1951 and ending with January 1956. Pilot balloon observations were not used because they are few in number and often considered questionable at these altitudes.
For most of the period, sufficient data were available to obtain climatological averages for single stations. However, this was not possible for the first years of t'he period for the mid-season months of January, April, and October. Where necessary, data from several nearby stations were combined to arrive at a representative value. The persistence of winds at higher altitudes justifies this procedure.
The 5-year wind speed averages were plotted on maps. Isolines and wind roses were drawn and dat'a for the 5-degree latitudinal intersections of the meridian were interpolated. The arithmetical wind speed averages were then plotted on graphs, and vertical profiles were drawn (figs. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . No subjective interpretations were made in drawing the curves. A very few subjective int,erpretations were made for prevailing wind directions. I n no case was the change &ore than to the adjacent direction.
In the graphs, prevailing directions are to 16 compass points (i. e., N, NNE, etc. Small prevailing direction percentages indicate that the directions are fairly well dispersed around the compass.
The phrase "transition zone" is used in the discussion of the graphs to denote the region of minimum wind speed. Decreasing westerly winds in this region usually change rapidly with height t,o increasing easterlies. This rapid change in the winds is most common during the spring, summer, and fall seasons for southern latitudes and the summer season in northern latitudes.
A good example of the seasonal march of the transition zone is found in comparing two curves which are nearly identical. These are shown by the curves for Since this study was based on observed values alone, the possibilit,y of bias toward lower wind speeds in the final results was considered. To assess this effect, synoptic sit'uations for various periods and for stations with abundant data during this period were studied rather thoroughly. The following conclusions bearing on this paper were reached: (I) the layer above the 200-mb. level is above the maximum wind level a large percentage of the time, and therefore decreasing values would be expected with height until the transition zone is reached; (2) high winds would affect the amount of data primarily because the rawinsonde balloon was blown out of range before the 200-mb. level was reached, therefore the levels above the 200-mb. level themselves could not be classifkd "high-wind" levels for this reason; (3) the abundance of data for the &year period would tend to correct the bias toward a reasonable climatological average ; (4) the persistence of winds from day to day at these elevations made it possible to detect trends of both lower and higher speeds when values were missing. For these reasons it is believed that the mean values derived can be considered substantially accurate.
The 
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Longitude 80' West ( j i g . I).-The wind speeds at all latitudes decrease with height to the 50-mb. level and t'hen become steady or increase 1 or 2 meters per second to the 30-mb. level. The faster the wind speed at 200 mb. the more rapid is the decrease from level to level. Between the 200-mb. and 80-mb. levels the speed increases from latitudes 25' to 35' N. A small decrease in speed occurs, at these levels, at latitude 40' N. and a decided decrease is observed at latitude 45' N.
The prevailing wind direction for all latitudes between the 200-mb. and 50-mb. levels is west. At the 30-mb.
level from 25' to 40' N. the prevailing direction is westsouthwest. Short periods of easterly winds are observed at the higher levels. This slight tendency for easterly winds is more prevalent in the lower latitudes.
Longitude 120' West ( fig. , %' ). -The wind speeds at all latitudes decrease with height to the 50-mb. level and then increase from 1 to 2 meters per second to 30 mb. Speeds are approximately the same, along the meridian, from 200 mb. through 80 mb. There is a tendency for increasing speed in the higher latitudes above 80 mb.
The unformity of wind speed, with increasing latitude along the 120th meridian, contrasts sharply with the more extreme changes along the 80th meridian. The average speeds, level by level for comparable lat,it'udes, are lower than those along the 80th meridian.
The prevailing wind direction is west between the 200-mb. and 150-mb. levels for all latitudes.
Between the 100-mb. and 30-mb. levels from 40' to 50' N. the prevailing direction is west-northwest. Easterly winds occur most frequently at, the higher levels and are of short duration. Comparing the wind speed curves along the two meridians it is found that the greatest difference is in the lower levels. The higher speeds are found along the 80th meridian. For t'he higher levels, all curves are nearly identical.
The prevailing wind direction for all latitudes and levels is west. Short periods of east,erlies are observed in the upper levels. East'erly winds prevail at all levels from 25' to 30' N.
With increasing latitude, below the transit'ion zone, directions gradually change until at 45' N. the prevailing direction is west. Above the transition zone, easterly winds predominate at all latitudes. Generally, winds that are westerly at the 200-mb. level remain westerly, with increasing height, t'o t'he transition zone and then turn east'erly. The sense of the change to an easterly direction may be either clockwise or counterclockwise depending upon the final westerly direction (i. e., northwesterly winds turn through north and nort'heast (2g. 5 ) ; southwesterly winds turn through south and southwest ( fig. 6)) .
Longitude 120' U7est ( fig. 6 ). Prevailing directions are westerly at all levels from 35' to 45' X. From 2.5' to 30' X. t'hey are west-sout'hwest below t,he transit'ion zone and east above it. Periods of easterlies are observed a t all lat,itudes, hut' t'hey are of short duration and become less frequent with increasing latitude.
Longitude 120' "est (- fig. 8 ).
-Thc Oct'ober trend a t 120' W. differs from bhat at 80' W. only slightly. Speeds in the lower levels increase at a uniform rate with incrrasing latitude but tend t'o remain nearly constant above the 50-mb. level. At the 120th meridian speeds in the lower levels average about 20 percent' less t'han those for equal latitudes at the 80th meridian, and in the upper levels about 10 percent less.
Prevailing direct'ions are from the west in the lower levels at all latitudes.
'I'hey are west-nort'hwest i n the higher levels wit'h the exception of slight,, perhaps insignificant, predominance of easterly winds at 35' S . Short periods of easterlies are obscrved but are more frequent', of longer duration, and at lower eleva,tions in the southerly latitudes.
CONCLUSION
The most striking dissimilarity bet'wecn the speed curves for January and curves for the mid-seasonal months of April, July, and Oct'ober for 80' W. is the consistently higher speeds that occur from 200 mb. t'lroug11 ,50 mb. Speeds in January along t'his longitude averegc 23 percent' higher than in April, 37 percent higher than in July, and 30 percent higher than i n October. At 80' W. the mean January speed averages 25 percent higher than for the same points at longitude 120' W. This ratio is greater (about 40 percent) a t 35' and 40' X. than for other latitudes. The reason seems to be that the untlerlying jet stream activity is more persistent across 80' Mr.
at these two latitudes.
Latitudinally, the largest decrease in speed with height at both meridians is a t 35' and 40' N. for all seasons.
This, of course, t'akes into consideration the increase in speeds from the 100-mb. to 30-mb. levels during July. Along the 80th meridian the highest8 200-mb. speeds are found at 35' N. during January, and the highest 30-mb. speeds are found at 25' N. during July. At 120' W., 200-mb. speeds are approximately the same in January at all Iatitudes, and the :30-mb. speeds reach a maximum at.
35' N. in July.
Comparison of the relative speeds along the two meridians shows t,he greatest difference for the four seasons is along latitude 35O N. The It can readily be seen that, disregarding the relative speeds, the curves closely resemble each other in nearly all cases.
The prevailing wind directions are westerly a t all latitudes, below the transition zone, with the exception of easterly winds during July at 25' and 30' N. Above the t'ransition zone in summer, the wind seldom varies fr9m a direct'ion between east'-rlortheast and east,-southeast. Variability of wind dirwtion is greatest, in the region of the transition zone. When no transition zone is present dispersion is great'est' in the highest levels.
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Weather Notes
Many years ago t'he Monthly Weather Review published detailed eyewitness accounts of exceptional storms. These accounts both enrich t,he meteorologist,'s knowledge of storms and provide him wit,h particular details t>hat, cannot be found elsewhere. Because such informat>ion bears directly upon questions the meteorologist. must attempt to answer about weather phenomena (for example, the identification of storms as tornadoes), and because the information has potential value in both t'he research and service programs of the Weather Bureau, publication of eye-witness account's of exceptional storms and other meteorological phenomena was resumed in the April 1955 issue. They appear from time to time under the heading "Weather Notes."
Contributions to these "Notes" are invited from readers of the Review. There is no limitation placed on length of description but it is expected that most will be short accounts. Any weather peculiarities, whether storms or ot>her phenomena, are acceptable subject mat'ter. Mat'erial should be addressed to Editor, Monthly Weather Reviclw, U. S. Weather Bureau, Washington 25, D. C .
